IC1 L5D2 Character Quiz

Find and write the letter of the matched answer on the line next to the question. Each answer can be used only once.

_1. 玩
A. ability,talent, endowment, gift, an expert, only (then), only if, just

_2. 图
B. to finish, particle of completed action, clear

_3. 书
C. public building, house, establishment, shop, house

_4. 馆
D. to chat, to have a chat, to kill time, somewhat, slightly, at least

_5. 才
E. diagram, to plan, picture, drawing, chart

_6. 了
F. to play with, to joke, to enjoy, to amuse oneself, to have fun, curios, antiques,

_7. 聊
G. book, letter, script, document, writings, to write

_8. 回
H. to circle, to go back, to turn around, to answer, to return, to revolve, Islam, time, classifier for acts of a play or section or chapter